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Independent Living
for Special Needs Adults

The CCB: 100 Years
of Dedicated Service

Virginia Dean

Two new options developing in Lebanon
ome New Hampshire residents will soon be able to access a unique living situation in the
upcoming year as a result of two new financial campaigns designed to provide affordable
housing for adults with special needs. Visions for Creative Housing Solutions and Travis’
House, Inc. have projected to raise $1.2 million combined – with Visions at $800,000 and Travis’
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Continued on page 20

Jim Vanier was honored at the 100-year celebration
Dave Nelson

Preparing for the Future
he City of Lebanon was incorporated July 4, 1761 when
it held the status of a town back then. It became
established as the City of Lebanon in 1958. The original
Carter Community Building (CCB) was opened October 14th
1919 and will have its 100th birthday celebration this October.
The CCBA building was added on September 7, 1987 and
today both have become an intricate part of Lebanon’s history.
The CCBA (Carter Community Building Association) has
been hosting a summer celebration for the milestone and will

T
Niki Gilmore, a resident at Visions for Creative Housing Solutions, sweeping the front porch of her apartment
on site at Sunrise Farm.
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Local Postal Customer

n a recent 90-degree summer day, June
Wang, owner of Alterations & Tailoring,
cheerfully greeted customers who had
navigated rumbling construction vehicles and slow
moving traffic to reach her busy shop on Mechanic
Street. June has operated Alterations & Tailoring in
Lebanon for more than 27 years, and has been
sewing since she was a 10-year-old growing up just
outside of Beijing, China in the Hebei Province.
As most young girls did in the late ’60s, June
learned to sew from her mother, and she tells a
sweet story about how her mother finally agreed to
share her tailoring knowledge. “As a young girl
growing up in China, I would watch my mother
sew clothes for our family. I really wanted to learn
to sew, too. Back then, the state provided 17 feet of
cloth to each person each year for making clothes
June Wang has sewn Lebanon together for 27 years
and shoes. One day I asked her if I could learn to
sew, too, and she said I was too young.” Undeterred, June decided to cut a square of cloth from
the family allotment to make clothes for her doll. When her mother discovered a hole in the
center of the fabric, she resigned herself to teaching June how to sew. “My mother was a teacher
and an excellent seamstress, and she made all the clothes for our family.”
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Editor’s Note:

The Lebanon Times is delivered to
your mailbox each quarter, no subscription or payment necessary. It’s
our privilege to bring you all the good news we can. Our mailing sponsor, Mascoma Bank, makes this possible. We’re pleased to have their
continued support behind our community publication.
Mascoma Bank’s Charitable Funding Encompasses Many Areas
ong known for giving back to the communities it serves, charitable giving
is an important part of Mascoma Bank’s mission. “The bank is known for
its commitment to the community,” says Mariah Davis, the giving
administrator for Mascoma Bank.
Davis explains that Mascoma has three different entities for managing and
administering funds for charitable causes. The Mascoma Bank Foundation
provides capital funding to area non-profit organizations looking to expand their
operations through long term projects, such as building acquisitions and capital
improvements. To receive funds through the Foundation, organizations need to
show the importance of the project for long-term viability, with an impact
extending beyond twenty years. It is clear to see that projects involving building
and major renovations fall under the auspices of the Mascoma Bank Foundation.
For organizations interested in receiving funds for less ambitious goals,
Mascoma has a donation committee and a sponsorship committee which handle
requests for funding projects of less than $10,000. The sponsorship committee
handles funding requests for particular events, such as the annual Prouty event
for cancer research. The donation committee will consider requests to help with
ongoing programs, such as a service organization providing regular meals for
low-income or unemployed individuals. Bank employees staff both of these
committees, and make the decisions of how the money will be spent.
Over a year ago, Mascoma developed a new system for applying for funds
from these two committees. While in the past, representatives from the
non-profits would go to their local Mascoma branch and apply for assistance in
person, Davis says that now the bank has an online application process in place.
With requests numbering an average of about 100 each month for financial
assistance through donations, Davis says it became necessary to streamline the
process, having the applications go to a central location rather than through the
various bank branches.
Another factor in moving to an online application process was the bank’s
expansion to the Burlington area. “We’re growing as a bank,” says Davis,
resulting in more requests for assistance. With the large number of nonprofit
organizations in Burlington, the number of applications increased quite a bit.
Davis says the online process helps the organizations in the important area
of efficiency. The online process is simple and straightforward, and the
application is immediately sent to her office. “I see it within seconds,” Davis says
of the applications, and she sends out a confirmation of receipt shortly afterwards.
From those organizations that used the online process, Davis reports good
results. “I’ve heard really good feedback,” she says.
New systems do take a while for people to get familiar with. For some, “It’s a
big change,” Davis says. Despite the fact that the online application process has
been up and running over a year, a few people still visit a branch office to apply.
Davis expects that all applications be made online going forward. n
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P U B L IS H E R ’S N OT E
The more things change, the more they stay the same.
suppose, like any quote, this one can be interpreted in many ways. For our
good-news-only purpose, however, what I see is a community going through
many changes, yes, but buoyed by the neighborly values, strong work ethic,
resilience and determination exhibited by the citizens of Lebanon through the ages.
Two mothers want to know that their children and others with special needs
will grow up and live as independently as possible. What do they do? Create living
communities that allow for a productive, fulfilling, and as self-directed a life as
possible for their grown children. See the cover story about Visions and Travis’
House communities and be inspired!
The CCB is celebrating its 100th anniversary. And, while its staff isn’t that
old, the dedication and selflessness each puts into the daily operations is what
keeps this Lebanon institution a mainstay for young and old, alike. Jim Vanier was
honored for his 52 years of service. The t-shirt motto “Learned it from a legend”
says it all. When someone shows up with operating principles like respect, fairness,
acceptance, and good manners, and takes the time to help young people embody
these life-skills, becoming a legend is inevitable. Jim Vanier brought solid human
decency to work daily for 52 years despite the inevitable changes that took place.
The other stories in this issue also reveal change and stability at the same time.
What makes Lebanon such a great place to live, work and play are precisely the
very values that remain constant during the exciting and challenging changes
that take place all around.
Here’s hoping for dramatic and fiery colors as the leaves change throughout
the constant of another fall season.
~ Jen
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The Dog Days of Lebanon: K-9 Teams Ready for Duty

people. They all have different personalities and you have to watch and learn all
their mannerisms. Max was incredible with so much energy and drive while Blesk
he Lebanon Police Department has always been one of the more
is a thinking dog and very low key. Both have different personality traits for sure.”
progressive departments in the State of New Hampshire and they
Jeremy also points out a critical factor for the K-9 force at Lebanon when it
continue to lead the way.
comes to their overall service.
As soon as all required training is complete, Lebanon will have three K-9
“We do have three K-9 units and that is more than most Police Departments,
teams to serve and protect not only Lebanon, but surrounding communities as
but bear in mind, we respond to
well. That turn of events will give
emergencies throughout the Upper
the Lebanon Police Department
Valley. We aid other law
one of the highest number of K-9
enforcement agencies when called.
units per capita of any Police
A prime example is a rescue
Department in the Granite State.
operation at the Quechee Gorge.”
Meet the dynamic K-9 teams:
Officer Nichols Alden and his
Officer Jeremy Perkins works with
dog
Nitro are currently in the
K-9 Blesk, a Belgian Malinois
middle
of an extensive 16-week
imported from Slovakia who joined
training course. Make no mistake, it
the force in February of 2018. Officer
is a rigorous training experience for
Nicholas Alden partners with K-9
both dog and man.
Nitro who joined the unit in
“I first got interested in watching
November 2018. Nitro is a German Officers Jeremy Perkins with Blesk, Nicholas Alden with Nitro, and Tyler Hewes with Kymba
K-9
teams here and learned that
Shepherd purchased from the Hop
there
would
be
a
lot
of
hard
work
involved.
I
knew
it would be hard work for both
River Shepherds in Connecticut. Officer Tyler Hewes teams with K-9 Kymba who
of
us.
So
far
it
is
a
wonderful
experience
because
I
have gained a new buddy. He
joined the unit in January 2017. Kymba is a female German Shepherd purchased
goes
home
with
me
every
night
and
we
are
bonding
already. Nitro is a passive
from the Vermont Sheriff’s Department.
alert
dog
who
will
sit
to
alert
a
problem.
We
are
both
still
learning.”
Officer Perkins is the most experienced of the trio with over 20 years of
Officer Tyler Hewes teams with the only female K-9, Kymba, and the two
combined law enforcement experience, 14 years with the Lebanon Police
have been connected for three years. The duo has completed all the K-9 training
Department. Jeremy has combined forces with Blesk after losing his beloved
and, like the other units, they have bonded closely.
Max who succumbed to cancer in December of 2017. Max had become a true
“Kymba has earned dual certification during her training and can be utilized
K-9 legend before his passing.
in many different ways. She never leaves my side so we are becoming very close.
“Max was a very special K-9 and I miss him terribly,” Jeremy stated. We had
One thing I really like as a K-9 team is the public’s reaction to us. Everyone
become so close over the years. I have been around K-9s for a long time having
trained them as well, and what folks should know is that dogs are very much like
seems to love a dog for sure! That makes it very enjoyable for both of us.” n
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LE BAN O N SC H O O L D IS TR ICT C. A . R . E. S.

SAU88 Facilities Upgrades: Saving Energy and Taxpayer Dollars
Devin Wilkie

It’s no secret that the
Lebanon School District is
attentive to the needs of its
students. SAU administrators and School Board
members are also attentive
to the needs of the district’s
facilities. The District has,
for the past two years, been
involved in a substantial
energy
conservation
upgrade, one that fully pays
for itself and then some.
“Before they would approve
it, the School Board wanted
to see a sixteen-year
payback,” says Dana Arey,
the Director of Facilities for
SAU #88. That means that,
within sixteen years, the
value of energy savings
would match the cost of the
project, so that the cost
didn’t become the burden of
taxpayers.
Dana joined the district
in 2014 after a previous
career in civil and environmental
engineering.
Shortly after his arrival he
was asked to take part in
drafting the district’s
Facilities Improvement
Plan for the next
twenty-five
years,
determining the district’s
major needs within that
time and establishing a
long-term structure to be
considered alongside the
shorter-term goals presented by their three year strategic plan. One of the first
needs Dana noted were the schools’ heating and ventilation systems, which at
the high school and Hanover Street School were aged and potentially nearing
small failures. Rather than addressing each of a number of problems as they
arose unpredictably, Dana noted, it would be better to undertake one substantial
energy upgrade--and, rather than adding $3.5 million, or some portion thereof,
to the school’s budget, it would be better to finance the upgrades through an
Energy Savings Performance Contract via a lease agreement whose cost would
be offset completely by energy savings. In other words, the SAU would use the
money saved from the project’s energy savings to fully fund the project. Tim
Ball, SAU #88 Business Administrator, had previous experience with energy
performance contracts. This option appealed to Superintendent of Schools, Dr.
Joanne Roberts, who says “We were pleased to learn that there were ways to
upgrade and improve our systems to be more efficient and the cost would be

offset by energy savings.”
After approval by the
Lebanon School Board, an
RFQ, request for qualifications, was sent out and
the district received five
responses. Of those, the
School Board chose Trane
Inc. whose submission and
interview impressed them,
and Trane had already
provided equipment and
building management for
the middle school. “They
also manufacture their own
equipment,” Dana says, “so
there’s no need for markup.”
Trane Inc. underwent an
extensive energy audit of all
SAU buildings, creating a
shopping list of potential
projects. The next step was
finding a funding agency, and the process of determining
a sixteen-year payback average based on projected
energy savings meant that shopping list needed to
change. “Say you have a twenty-eight-year payback on
one item, for instance,” Dana says, indicating the
windows at the SAU building. “That won’t work well.”
The first main priorities were upgrading heating and
ventilation systems, a project with a calculated twentyTop: New solar panels.
five-year payback—meaning that a number of projects
Left: Monthly solar
with a shorter payback would need to be chosen to
production charts.
average sixteen years.
Above: Dana Arey,
In addressing the balancing act, Trane Inc. suggested
Director of Facilities
many
different options. The lighting upgrade, which
for SAU #88.
converted the buildings to LED lighting with motion
sensors, had an eleven year payback. Solar, which was typically more than the six
to eight year payback homeowners and businesses want to see, was still well within
the sixteen year target. “It was exciting to learn that solar panels could be added
to the project,” Joanne recalls. Variable frequency drives, which took the singlespeed ventilation pumps the schools were using and replaced them with pumps
that matched the speed with airflow needs, paid for themselves within five years.
Weather stripping and insulation, low-flush toilets, water-saving devices on
faucets, and energy conservation exhaust hoods in the high school kitchen
factored in, and the final project boasted a 15.6-year payback.
Work began in March 2018. Most of the work, including anything that would
obstruct the students’ learning, occurred over that summer while students were
out. That included the discontinuation of the oil and steam heating system and
installation of the propane heat plant for both Hanover Street School and the
high school. “We looked at biofuels, including pellets and chips,” Dana muses.
“Wood chips were actually the least expensive solution, but there was no area for
the plant.” The cost of adding a new building would have been prohibitively
expensive. In the end, though, the new system would improve efficiency significantly for both buildings, replacing the unreliable and uneven heating systems
with a four-burner (Dana clarifies: two circulator pumps in each of two boilers)

THE LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT
– in partnership with the community –
is committed to providing a challenging,
positive, and safe learning environment that CARES.
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system that, along with the ventilation, could be programmed with a building
automation system (BAS) to monitor temperature and carbon dioxide levels and
adjust air exchange accordingly. The BAS computers listed a fifteen-year payback.
Work continued into the school year in ways that didn’t interfere with studies.
Solar installation at the middle school began in November, Dana recalls, with
Mount Lebanon following suit over a March break. “There’s a great view of the
mountains from on top of the middle school,” Dana notes, “but that means there’s
a wind tunnel there. The installers didn’t believe me until they started sliding
across the roof.” Somewhere around May nineteenth, the schools started
generating electricity. That month the school district generated more than sixteen
megawatt-hours of electricity; the next month that number was around thirty,
reducing the district’s electricity purchase by more than half of what it was the
previous June while still improving comfort for the students and making temperatures more consistent throughout the school buildings. To top it off, the project
has provided an additional educational opportunity for the students. “Instead of
just reading about renewable power, they will actually see solar panels on the roof,”
says Joanne. “The data could be used as part of an education lesson plan.”
Alongside the “official” energy upgrade, Dana says the district engages in a
number of “in-house” energy conservation efforts--from transferring all the food
to a single freezer over the summer and shutting the rest down to programming
unoccupied periods into the BAS schedules at night that shut down most of the
system’s processes. He says that, even though this project is complete, there are
still more “wish list” projects, citing the shopping list he had mentioned earlier.
Pointing to the temporary caulking rope along the windows of the SAU building,
Dana notes that the windows should eventually be replaced, but that the $320,000
price tag didn’t show a feasible payback under this energy performance contract.
“With those, you don’t see a quick payback--but energy saved is still important.”
He also wants to add more solar, including on the SAU building, which just
replaced its roof recently.
Overall, though, Dana is pleased with the result of the project, and with how
quickly it happened. “We’re not just talking about it; we did it,” he says. n
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STITCHING THROUGH TIME – continued from page 1

Threads in June Wang’s workshop

As the years progressed, June went to boarding school, but had to return home
to care for her younger siblings after her mother’s passing. China’s Cultural
Revolution had begun to take hold under Chairman Mao, and along with millions
of Chinese high school graduates, June was sent to live in the countryside to work
on rural farms. Shortly thereafter, June followed the advice of her elders, and she
earned a degree in electrical engineering in China, then emigrated to the United
States with her husband to study for her Masters degree, also in engineering. “This

Customer Claire Peters needs a skirt hemmed

was during the time when President Nixon and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
visited China to restore economic and diplomatic relations between the two
countries,” notes June. “I’ve always liked working with my hands, and when we
moved here, my son was only 5 years old, so I helped the family with my sewing
while my husband worked.” June’s husband later found a job in the Upper Valley,
and June opened her shop in Lebanon. “I didn’t have to do any advertising – it
was always customers telling their friends, and the business grew quickly. I decided
to continue it because I enjoyed it.”

Upper Valley Aquatic Center's
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FREE Admission!

802.296.2850 • UVACswim.org • 100 Arboretum Ln • WRJ, VT
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One of June’s long-time customers, Ken Purdy of New London, readily sings
June’s praises. “Where shall I begin?
June is marvelous, always reliable, is an
expert tailor, always meets her
commitments, and is unfailingly
pleasant.” Ken retired as a naval officer
in 1984, and his dress-blue uniform was
last made in 1987. Fast forward to
2018, and as Ken’s grandson prepared
to graduate from Norwich University,
the idea emerged for Ken to administer
the military oath at the graduation
ceremony in full uniform. “I could still
get into my uniform, but I couldn’t take
any deep breaths, so June let it out on
the sides in time for graduation,” says Ken. “Another time, I bought a blue safari
jacket made in Italy – it was irresistible, but too large. Sometimes you’re just glad
you succumbed to the temptation.” June worked her magic to make the jacket
smaller so Ken could enjoy wearing it, and says that the more complex projects
just take more time. A wedding dress, for example, could take a week to make,
and even longer if the dress has beads that need to be added by hand.
But it’s getting harder to find good help, and June often works long hours to
keep up with the
demand. “If no one is
here to help, I work day
and night. When I was
younger, I worked 7
days a week, 12 hours a
day.” The workspace at
her shop has five sewing
machines, all serving a
different purpose. June
has trained everyone
that has come to work
for her, and would like
to find more help as she
considers her future in
the business.
Over her 27 years in
the Upper Valley, June
estimates she has
worked with about
45,000 customers, many
of them long-time
June’s customer, Capt. Ken Purdy (with grandson Jeffrey),
in his newly altered uniform at Norwich University in 2018
customers like Ken
Purdy. For her part, June
still enjoys her work. “I have very good customers, and many have become my good
friends. This is a friendly neighborhood.” From childhood to today, June’s 50 years
of sewing, alterations, and tailoring have made for many happy customers. n
Cindy Heath is an art quilter and practices sewing and hand stitching for fun.
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Lebanon Adds to Its Cultural Repertoire
Center should not be labeled a renovation, but
rather as capital improvements.” Nils explained.
The Iconic Revels North Arrives
Regardless of what it was labeled, the Revels
here is an established adage that states the North had a challenge on their hands, but Kim
following: “When one door closes, another Rheinlander, President of The Board of Directors,
opens!” Perhaps that could now apply to the took the announcement in stride while looking
cultural offerings that are growing at a rapid rate in toward nearby neighbor, Lebanon.
the City of Lebanon.
“The people of Lebanon have always fully offered
Last spring, the officials who run the Hopkins support to the arts. You have a community that is
Center in Hanover, NH announced that they would willing to go all out investing in the arts. Securing
embark on an extensive five-year plan that will the LOH is such good news for everyone.”
renovate that cultural arts center including
Revels North has been revered for its Christmas
and outdoor summer programs for
decades. For those unfamiliar with the
Revels and what the organization
imparts, the mission statement
provides a good foundation: “We are
the stewards of tradition. The music,
dances and stories passed down through
the generations embody a collected
wisdom that can illuminate the past and
inform the future. These traditions ground
us in what it means to be human. Through
the transformative power of performance
and storytelling, we bring tradition alive
for today’s audiences.”
This year’s Christmas performance
Nils Fredland (Artistic Director), Kim Rheinlander (President of the Board
is scheduled at the LOH on December
of Directors), & Brain Cook (Executive Director)
21-23, 2019. In addition, the Revels
Spaulding Auditorium. That would leave the North management is also eyeing Lebanon’s
beloved Revels North organization without a home. Colburn Park as a possible outdoor venue for next
Fear not, lovers of the arts. The Revels North quickly year’s Summer Series.
Regardless of the season, the Revels North
found a new home at the Lebanon Opera House
arrival
in Lebanon has been well received and the
(LOH) and it appears to be a match made in heaven.
LOH looks forward to a lasting relationship. LOH
Nils Fredland, Artistic Director for Revels North,
Executive Director Joe Clifford echoed the growing
reports that while the news would have a huge
enthusiasm for the move.
impact going forward, the LOH stood shining like a
“We are so pleased to welcome the Revels North
beacon of light on a dark night.
to the LOH family – it’s a natural fit! As the Upper
“This was a major announcement for us when you Valley’s community arts hub, we recognize that
consider the Hopkins Center has been home since Revels North’s decades-long work as an engine for
1976, but selecting the LOH was a no brainer for us. multigenerational community arts participation
I would state that what is taking place at the Hopkins dovetails perfectly with our mission. I’m excited to
Dave Nelson

T

see how Revels’ artistic team adapts the production
to our venue.”
Joining the chorus of welcoming voices was that of
Rob Taylor, former executive director for the Lebanon
Chamber of Commerce. “We are excited to welcome
Revels North to Lebanon. To have Christmas Revels
on the LOH stage this Winter will be marvelous! The
burgeoning arts and culture scene in Lebanon is one
of the most important community assets. We think
that Revels will add more fuel to the creative fire that
is burning brightly around Colburn Park.” n

Sam Baker

Sam Clifton

Clara Politano

Sharon Wright

Lebanon Talent to
Appear in the
Christmas Revels
It is never too early to plan for
the wonderful performances at the
Revels North new edition of the
Christmas Revels. This year there
is a concentrated effort to attract
more children and young families.
With that in mind, the Christmas
Revels will offer three matinee
options rather than the traditional
two this December.
There will be a definite local
connection on stage to enhance
the new Lebanon location. Sam
Clifton, a Lebanon High School
grad (Class of 2015) and Plainfield
resident, will have one of the lead
acting and singing roles. This will
mark Sam’s debut. In addition,
Lebanon resident Sharon Wright, a
longtime Revels performer, will be
a member of the chorus and assist
with designing the props.
Lebanon residents Clara Politano
and Samantha Baker will be in the
chorus for the very first time as well.
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Richardson retired from that position
after 26 years of dedicated service.
“I can’t say enough about what an
impact the CCBA has had on
downtown Lebanon,” Curtis noted.
“The Trustees’ vision for this place was
not merely to offer a recreation facility,
but a destination. A place to come to
for recreation while enjoying all that
downtown Lebanon has to offer right
here beside the Mascoma River.”
When you discuss CCBA
employee longevity, the name
of a Lebanon Legend rises to
the surface. That would be “Mr.
CCB” himself, Jim Vanier, who

CCB TURNS 100 – continued from page 1

add an event entitled “A Tasteful
Evening” on September 7th, 2019
followed by another ceremony on
October 14 to honor the original
CCB building.
The CCBA serves as a
non-profit organization dedicated
to serving the young people of
Lebanon with a single purpose:
“Following in its line of work that
of the YMCA.” Today, the CCB
carries on that proud tradition
while the CCBA’s Witherall
Recreation Center serves the
Upper Valley with quality programs
Curtis Richardson

Shelby Day

for not only area youth, but young
adults, families and seniors.
When all the 100th Anniversary
hoopla settles down, the CCBA will
be concentrating on the future as
current Executive Director Shelby
Day points out. Shelby grew up in
Lebanon and spent her share of time
at the CCB and like generations of
Lebanon youth, the CCBA holds a
special place in her heart.
“We here at the CCBA will make
sure this light in the community will

continue to shine brightly,” Shelby
explained. “We intend to expand all
opportunities starting with a
strategic facility plan and that could
well include expansion of the
building. We have ample room on
this property to expand. The future,
after all, is all about growth.”
A key element to the CCBA’s
success over the last decade has been
employee longevity. Shelby took
over as Executive Director in
December of 2017 when Curtis

Eileen Urquhart
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has guided the youth programs
there for 52 incredible years. Jim
was honored recently with an
emotional ceremony that drew
an overflow crowd to the tiny
gymnasium at the CCB. There
were hugs and many tears
flowing as Jim watched the
unveiling of the plaque that bore
his name to designate the facility
as the Jim Vanier Gymnasium.
Jim’s legacy will live on and so
will the love affair he has
established with generations of
Lebanon’s young people.
When you enter the CCBA The original CCB building
on any given morning, you will
encounter the smiling face of Denise
Holden at the front desk. Denise will
readily explain that she has seen the
CCBA’s growth from the beginning.
“I have been with the CCBA since
they opened in July 1987. They must
have hired me when I was ten years old!”
she noted with a wide grin. “I love the
environment here. I especially love
running into members in the community
from age two to 96. The vast differences
in ages and walks of life is like no other
environment. My future is retirement
next year but my heart will always be
with the CCBA, a place like no other!”
The CCB today

“Sometimes you just need
someone there for you.”
With independent and assisted
living options, supported by a warm
and caring staff, Harvest Hill gives
residents an unrivaled sense of
community and peace of mind.
Find out today why our
residents LOVE Harvest Hill.
Call or email Peggy Cooper
at (603) 443-9575 or
cooperm@apdmh.org.
www.APDLifecare.org
Lebanon, New Hampshire
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Another shining example of
employee loyalty would be
Eileen Urquhart who has served
as the Preschool Program
Director for 24 years. She
continues her mission.
“As an Early Childhood
Educator, the CCBA has been
a place where I have been able
to develop programming that
allows me to pursue my passion
for working with children and
have an impact on the
c o m m u n i t y. F r o m e a r l y
learning programs, fitness
opportunities, basketball to
Easter Egg Hunts, the CCBA has
something for everyone.”
Those are just a few of the dedicated
staff that will guide the CCBA into the
future and, rest assured, the future appears
so bright that everyone connected to the
institution will be wearing shades!
“Whatever with the past has gone, the
best is yet to come!” n
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Where Color comes to Life.
IN-STOCK WALLCOVERING • SPECIAL ORDER WALLPAPERS
CUSTOM BLINDS, SHADES & DRAPERIES • SPECIAL ORDER FABRICS
& MUCH MORE
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T E L 6 0 3 2 9 8 8 5 9 6 • FA X 6 0 3 2 9 8 5 6 8 4
WWW.LE BANON PAINT.COM
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That’s a Lot of Farms!

n the Upper Valley, we
encounter farms all the time. In
our day-to-day lives we buy
their produce or their meat or their
milk. We see farmers at farmers’
markets, or glance at their photos
at the supermarket. In the summer
we pass by – and sometimes stop at
– their stands on the way to work
or to play. We’re fortunate to be so
close to our farms and food here in
the Upper Valley – many of us
long-timers grew up with
grandparents farming in the
region, or worked our first job on
one of the numerous farms that
make up such a vital part of our
beautiful landscape.
But for all that, we still don’t
know much about them.
For instance, how many farms do you think exist in this region? A few
hundred? Maybe 1,000? That second number would have been my guess.
So here’s what surprised me: In the 2017 USDA Census of Agriculture,
there were 2,058 farms in the four counties that include most of the Upper
Valley – Orange and Windsor in Vermont, and Grafton and Sullivan in
New Hampshire. That’s a lot of farms!
“We have an incredible local food system in the Upper Valley,” says
Becka Warren, who works with the region’s farmers as part of the team at
the nonprofit Vital Communities. “For folks looking to farm, this is a great
place to do it because the populace are inclined to support local producers,
and there’s a pride closely identified with a working landscape that’s true
both for transplants and for people who grew up here. I think people around
here really see support for local
food producers as a way of life.”
I like knowing that when I
choose locally grown, I support
local family businesses – farmers I
know, right here at home – and
that the impact benefits the entire
community by increasing the
vibrancy of our economy and
environment.
Plus, it’s delicious! There’s just
nothing like LOCAL – the
produce I buy at the grocery store
simply can’t compare to the bright
flavors of freshly picked berries,
tomatoes, melons, corn, peas... As
I write, my bowl of local cantaloupe
and blueberries dwindles and I’m
looking forward to lunch.
Want to add a little more local to your way of life? Now is the season of
greatest local bounty in the Upper Valley! Head on over to the Lebanon
Farmers’ Market, and find local farms, markets, pick-your-own, and even
search by specific towns or products using the Vital Communities Food &
Farm Online Guide at vitalcommunities.org/guide.
- Allison Rogers Furbish

Celebrat in g 25 Years

Learn more at vitalcommunities.org

Photos by Molly Drummond
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For 25 years,
Vital Communities
has brought people together
to cultivate the civic,
environmental, and economic
vitality of the Upper Valley
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TOP FIVE EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
1

FREE employee health, dental, vision, life,
and short-term disability insurance. With
ability to buy-up for health plans with
increased coverage**

2

Career advancement opportunities
and tuition reimbursement

3

20% discount on your groceries
and most auto repairs

4

Four weeks paid time off**

5

FREE cooking classes

>> And Many More!

E
COMASY
M
BY C UTE
OR B AR
US

** Full-Time Employees (30 hrs min. per week )

Apply in Person or Online

coopfoodstore.coop/employment

Lebanon | Hanover | White River Junction | Wilder | Norwich
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One Man’s Incredible Journey

From London, England to Lebanon, NH

I

Dave Nelson

t is approximately 3600 miles from London,
England to Lebanon, New Hampshire, but
83-year old Derek Sturges has covered that
distance with ease and added that number of miles
ten fold during his absolutely incredible lifetime.
After a visit with Derek, you may conclude that
perhaps he hasn't completed that journey quite yet.
Derek was born in Southgate, England, a
suburban area just North of London but has spent
most of his working career in the United States as a
highly sought after Electrical Engineer. The
well-traveled gentleman now resides at the Quail
Hollow Senior Living Community in West Lebanon
and after visiting exotic locations worldwide, he
explains how this area was his choice in retirement.
“I have a son, David, who lived in Grantham,
N.H. and has recently moved to Lebanon. I had other
options with family to seek a retirement community
in Atlanta, GA or Boston, MA. After looking at the
pace of life in Atlanta and Boston along with the
insane traffic and congestion involved in those areas,
I came to the Quail Hollow community in West
Lebanon. Once I looked at this area, I breathed a huge
sigh of relief! This suited me very well.”
Derek is known to his fellow Quail Hollow
residents as that nattily dressed gentleman with the

Derek Sturges, ever a student of the world

soft English accent who will spend countless coffee
hours sharing his fascinating stories about his life
experiences. Here are some of the reasons why those
tales have gained so much interest.
After graduating from high school in England,
Derek was drafted into the Royal Air Force and served
from 1953-55. That proved to be a fortuitous move.

“I always had a vested interest in aviation so that
move suited me. Fortunately for me, England at the
time was not at war with anyone so it was very
peaceful tour of duty!” he added with a chuckle.
From there, Derek began his educational
conquests by enrolling at the University of Oxford
in his native England which is considered one of
the most prestigious Universities in the world. He
acquired what was termed a Bachelor of Arts in
those days studying Physics. From there he moved
to the United States to take a teaching assistant
position at the University of Minnesota from
1958-1965.
“I really enjoyed everything about the University
of Minnesota very much. I especially loved the
atmosphere surrounding the community. I then
went on to get my MS Degree in Physics and later
my PHD in Electrical Engineering. I consider myself
very lucky to have the connection with the
University of Minnesota.”
From there Derek returned to native England to
take a teaching, testing and research position at
Birmingham University. After a three-year stint
there he faced a difficult decision for his future.
“I was married and with family considerations.
You have to realize the standard of living in England
is much lower than here in the United States. The
difference in earnings was considerable so I kind of
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‘sold out,’ if you will, and
returned to America. I was
very happy with that decision,
especially financially.”
Back in the USA, Derek
took a position with the
General Electric Corporation
in Lynn, MA to tackle
non-destructive engineering.
He was then transferred to the
Aircraft Division and was
n a m e d a s a Tr a v e l i n g
Consultant. That position
literally took him all over the
world to such countries such as
Australia, Germany, Sweden
and Italy to name a few. His
visit to Italy had a huge impact.
“There was a gentleman in
Milan, Italy who traced my
English family history and, to
my shock and amazement, I
discovered I had an Italian great
grandfather and, in addition, I
met a living cousin in that
village that I had no idea I had.
What an experience!”
Derek as a student at Oxford
In addition to his
incredible life story, Derek is an avid photographer and has acquired working
knowledge of the French, Italian, German, Danish, and Swedish languages.
Stop by and chat with him sometime, but allow ample time, as his stories will
keep you mesmerized! n

Upper Valley Haven
713 Hartford Avenue
White River Junction, Vermont 05001
uppervalleyhaven.org
802.295.6500
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DISCOVER THE
POSSIBILITIES
with your replacement windows and doors.
Bring in your inspiration and let us help.

PowerHouse Mall, 8 Glen Road • West Lebanon, NH
(603) 298-5555 • Locally Owned & Operated
www.wdbrownell.com

Upper Valley
Haven

Illustration on front:
Gouache prototype by Sabra Field for the Upper Valley Haven © 2016

Celebrating our 10 Year Anniversary
serving you in the Upper Valley.
10 Years By The Numbers
Total Physical Therapy Visits: ....................................61,000
Upper Valley Residents Seen: .....................................8900
Clinicians Sending Patients to BE Fit: .............................961
Health Insurance Plans Accepted: ................................. 159
Years of PT Experience: ................................................... 120
Expert Physical Therapists on Staff: ....................................8
Skilled Administrators Keeping Us Running Smoothly: ....4
Convenient Locations: ..........................................................2
Great Team: ...........................................................................1

Endless Results for Upper Valley Residents!
Hanover, NH • 603-653-0040
White River Jct., VT • 802-359-7400
www.befitphysicaltherapy.com

The need in our
community is great.
Join us in making a difference for more
than 14,000 people each year in the
Upper Valley who are facing poverty
and homelessness.
Food Shelf
Adult, Family & Seasonal Shelters
Education
Service Coordination
Children’s Program
Volunteer Services

713 Hartford Avenue • White River Junction, VT 05001
(802) 295-6500 • uppervalleyhaven.org
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Strong Not Wrong: Words By Which To Live and Recover

L

Jen MacMillen

indsay Dean is on a mission. Having
moved to Lebanon in 2018, she is bound
and determined to make available to
Lebanon residents (and others) a program that
completely changed her life.
WRAP® stands for Wellness Recovery Action
Plan and is designed for anyone who has been
stuck in an unhealthy life pattern and needs
tools, support and a new plan to self-direct her/
his own life path. Founded in Vermont by a
woman who was tired of being medicated and
“managed” in the mental health system, Mary
Ellen Copeland wanted a way out and back to
health. After years of gathering and fine-tuning
ideas and experiences organically from many
others receiving mental health care around the
state, she created the WRAP system that is now
being used in all 50 states and internationally to
help people from all walks of life and all stages of
health to recover their own wellness.
“WRAP is not just used for mental health
recovery. It can be used by anyone who wishes
to take control of their own life,” said Lindsay.
“There are special tools and workbooks for those
recovering from addiction, and for veterans,
teenagers, and youth,” she said.
Lindsay went on to tell her story.
“I happened into my first WRAP class shortly
after a 5-day detox from alcohol. As terrifying as
it is to live with an addiction, it is just as scary to
give it up and live without it. As the 5 key
[WRAP] concepts were introduced, I could
identify with each one in terms of what I had just
gone through. I must have had hope because I
chose to get help instead of letting my life fall
apart. I had clearly taken personal responsibility
by explaining to my employer why I needed time
off work and driving myself to the Brattleboro
Retreat. While there, I received a lot of
information and continued to educate myself
about my addiction and various other treatment
programs. I had to self advocate while negotiating
my return to work and asked my landlord for
temporary leniency because I was out of money to
pay my full rent due to not working. And I
absolutely reached out to my friends for support
and sought out new supports,” Lindsay explained.
"The next topics introduced were the Wellness
Toolbox and Daily Maintenance Plan. When I
was asked to describe 'What I'm Like When I'm
Well,' I had no idea what to put because it had
been so long since I felt okay. Luckily, I was

Lindsay and Lisa, co-facilitators

Guiding Principles for
Trained WRAP Facilitators
Rules of Ethics that each facilitator must agree to...
• honor the participants
• accept them as they are and as unique, special
individuals
• remind them that there are “no limits” to anyone’s
recovery
• give them a sense of hope
• validate their experiences
• treat them with dignity, compassion, respect and
unconditional high regard
• give each person choices and options, not final
answers
• support the concept that each person is the expert
on him or herself
Participants learn through their own experience and
the experience of others. This work is:
• based on self-determination – it opens the door for
individuals, but doesn’t dictate their path
• rooted in the belief in equality – no one is any
better or has higher value than anyone else
• a mutual learning model, where both people work
together to increase understanding and promote
wellness
• not necessarily a replacement for other kinds of
therapy, but can complement any other therapy
• adaptable to anyone’s personal philosophy
• simple and safe for anyone, regardless of the
severity of their symptoms
• based on common sense
• infinitely do-able
• always changing – the body of knowledge is
always expanding and is infinite
• not based on any philosophy or model, but can
incorporate any philosophy or model
• not only a program – it is a way of life
There is no room for big egos or “power trips,”
bigotry, prejudice or hatred. Everyone belongs at the
table, no matter what their issues or where they are
on their path. There are no predetermined outcomes.
Each individual works at their own pace toward their
own goals.

Proud Sponsor of the “Good For You” Page.

allowed to invent a description based on what I
would like to be like! This was all in the first few
sessions of the class; we hadn't even gotten to the
bulk of the program focused on action planning
and crisis prevention. WRAP gave me a way to
navigate and organize my life and take control
over my own well-being; I don't even want to
imagine what my life would be like without it.”
Lisa Lovell, Lindsay’s mentor and
co-facilitator, also found WRAP to be an
important part of her wellness recovery. At one
point in her life, she had just lost her job and
other domains of her life were in a bleak state.
Every time she tried to make headway in one
area, something new seemed to fall apart.
Thankfully, her doctor noticed that her
depression was not lifting and urged her to
attend an upcoming WRAP class.
“At first I was skeptical. I honestly didn’t
know what I could possibly get out of it. I
thought for sure I would have been able to read
the small, easy book assigned to us before the
first class. I was so “stuck,” I couldn’t even do
that!” said Lisa. “After the first meeting, I knew
this was something special. In the past, I had
always felt like a misfit and like I didn’t belong
anywhere. I felt so included, welcomed and
accepted by the members of the first group. In
fact, coincidentally I started having severe nerve
pain in my leg from a previous blood clot during
the first meeting. The only option was to lie on
the floor with my foot up on a chair in order to
stay and listen for the remainder of the session.
No one said a word and everyone just accepted
me as I was. I never looked back!” said Lisa.    
When Lindsay moved to Lebanon in
January 2018 and noticed that there were no
WRAP offerings in this area, she contacted the
D-H Women’s Health Resource Center to find
a way to share with as many people as she
could, the ideas and tools that helped save her
life and put her back on a successful recovery
path. Having trained to become a facilitator
herself, and with the help of her mentor and
co-facilitator, Lisa Lovell, she is now able to
offer this curriculum locally.
To spread the word and reach potential participants, Lindsay and Lisa are offering a series of
information sessions: October 6, 12-1pm;
November 17, 3-4; and December 15, 12-1pm
through the D-H Women’s Resource Center.
For more information, please contact
Lindsay Dean at 802-245-4702 or Lisa Lovell at
802-245-4702. n
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P EO P L E A N D P E TS
LEBANON
RESIDENTS:
Send us your
high-res
People & Pets!
info@greatergoodmedia.net
And visit your local shelter
to find a
forever friend

Ronan and his ‘hooman’ Betsy
Avid Red Sox fans
Fans of wine, coffee and canines, too.

In Honor of
Alfred the Ava Art Hound
Ava Gallery, Lebanon
Rescued March 2018
Died June 27, 2019

NH State Police rescue a wayward duck
from the interstate on July 13th
Duck age unknown... Name: Honorary K9

Quail Hollow Senior Living Community resident
Ann Hobson and her constant companion Eddie,
“The Friendliest Dog in The World.”
Ann adopted Eddie while living in Santa Barbara.

Zac and Becca Gardner
“Marleigh is our beautiful lab mix. She is a proud big sister
and even has her own hashtag, #princessmarleighrose.”

Golden doodle Cooper with Scott and Halle.
Lebanon locals climbing Mount Cardigan
and Pilots Knob Reserve this summer.
They actually taught a yoga class at the summit!
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Emerson Lebanon News Ad Re-do_Oct 2018_Layout 1 10/9/2018 2:07 PM Page 1

Visit your new home today...
You’ll love what you see!
• Spacious 2 Bedroom 2 Bathroom Homes
• Heat included in monthly rent!
• Air conditioning
• In-home, full size washer/dryer
• Oversized Closets
• Convenient to I-89 & Route 120
• Walk to historic downtown Lebanon
• Heated garage
• Patio/grill area

21 Spencer Street
Lebanon, NH 03766
603-217-2519
EmersonPlaceApts.com

Donnie Perkins

here was a chilly reminder
awaiting me when I exited my
house a few days ago. A slight
wind passed by me and I was reminded
that those hot, sweaty summer days I
complained about in July were soon to
be gone. Just like every other year, and
with it comes impending piles of snow,
sleet and freezing rain. Haven’t we
seen this movie before, I asked myself?
Gone With The Wind will be the
Farmers Market and other summer
activities which means Colburn Park
will evolve into snowbanks with paths
plowed into them for people to pass to
and from the pedestrian mall, and the
tepees will soon cover the fountains.
Off goes the a.c. in the car and on
goes the heat, but a down rolled
window is still an old time option. To
a Lebanon raised kid it doesn’t take
Doctor Zhivago to tell me that I really
have seen this movie before.
With it comes the beginning of
football seasons, post season baseball,
foliage and the appearance of The

Deer Hunter. We all see it every year.
The flyrods may get packed away, we
see trophy deer in the back of pickup
trucks and then we worry about
winter tearing into us like a Raging
Bull, but I will take the time to savor
my favorite time of year that is
autumn, with the bittersweet passing
of time that is an annual visitor, year
after year it comes, like the other
seasons, and we all know it’s coming.
Some Like It Hot, some like it not
hot, and by this time of year, as I
already stated, I am tired of hot. Like
watching a film once a year it is,
closing the window in the home more
often than not and knowing that
raking the leaves from your lawn on
School Street has suddenly become a
Titanic chore. It used to be so easy, or
so it seems.
And then there’s daylight. The
Shining, shimmering summer sun has
turned passive on us, which I find to
be a relief. I will walk with Autumn
until it evolves into another season,
and I will watch the Yankees play,
fingers crossed, knowing It’s A
Wonderful Life when they win.
Yeah, I’ve seen this movie before.
It’s like I’m Back To The Future- deja
vu all over again. But I can wait for
that cold, snowy on deck season, I’ve
got autumn activities to tackle, and I
mean to excel at it.
Go, Yankees! n
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Professionally managed by DOLBEN.
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ORGANIC TICK &
MOSQUITO CONTROL

Est. 1876

Ricker Funeral Homes
& Crematory

Serving all faiths • Offering traditional and cremation services

David T. Ahern, Jr. • 603) 448-1568

SAFE FOR YOUR
PETS
FAMILY
ENVIRONMENT

info@rickerfuneralhome.com • www.rickerfuneralhome.com

LEBANON
School Street

ENFIELD
Route 4

(603) 838-PURE . PURESOLUTIONS.COM/UV
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MEET YO UR N E I GHBOR

Tara Gagne
Melrose Street, Lebanon
What’s your favorite hangout
spot in Lebanon?
Colburn Park and the patio at
Three Tomatoes
What fictional place would you like
to visit?
Hogwarts and Diagon Alley with
my kids
What skill would you like to master?
Drawing or painting
What’s your ideal way to spend a
weekend in Lebanon?
Indulge in a Marsh Deli sandwich,
take a walk in town, relax on my deck
What’s the best way to start the
day?
With a cup of hot coffee on the deck
What are you most looking
forward to this fall?
Apple picking
What weird food combinations do
you enjoy?
Chopped green olives in cream
cheese as a dip for tortilla chips
What was cool when you were
younger, but isn’t cool now?
Pegging the cuffs of our pants. I’m not
sure that’s ever been popular again!
What is your favorite movie from
childhood?
Cinderella
If I gave you $1,000, what would
you spend it on?
Family trip. Maybe NYC to site see
and see a show.

Kendra Mcdonald
Whitcomb Ave, W. Lebanon
What’s your favorite hangout spot
in Lebanon?
The plazas in West Lebanon
What fictional place would you like
to visit?
District One from The Hunger
Games
What skill would you like to
master?
Yoga
What’s your ideal way to spend a
weekend in Lebanon?
At home enjoying some relaxation
and coffee!
What’s the best way to start the
day?
Stretching
What are you most looking
forward to this fall?
Halloween and foliage
What weird food combinations do
you enjoy?
Fries dipped in milkshakes from
Wendys!
What’s a favorite recent book
you’ve read?
Crappy to Happy
What was cool when you were
younger, but isn’t cool now?
Music that came with mainstream
dance moves
What is your favorite movie from
childhood?
Cheaper by the Dozen
What is your motto in life?
Hakuna Matata

If you could save or protect one
animal, plant or part of our Earth,
which would it be?
Our forests

If you could save or protect one
animal, plant or part of our Earth,
which would it be?
The rainforest

Which has been your favorite age/
phase of life?
Junior high and also right now in
my adulthood

Which habit would you like to get
rid of? Adopt?
Procrastination and exercise

What do you want to be when you
grow up?
A world traveler

What do you want to be when you
grow up?
Happy... Just kidding. A
millionaire.
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SPECIAL NEEDS HOUSING – continued from page 1

at $400,000 – to purchase and renovate new facilities that are safe and
reasonably priced.
“This is an exciting project filled with much potential for serving many high
functioning individuals with special needs throughout the Upper Valley,” said
Kim Stone, founder and board president for Travis’ House, Inc.
The Visions model also promotes independence and is
geared to adults who want to work, participate in community
activities, and choose who they live and spend time with,
according to Sylvia Dow, founder and executive director. “At
Visions, we make that possible,” said Dow.
Begun as Sunrise Farm House that was run by Dow’s family
as Kluge’s Inn, a European style Inn operated until 1989 when
it shifted to a bed and breakfast, the Dows moved to the
80-acre property in 1997 to enjoy its beautiful gardens and the
refuge that it held for them.
The transition from a private residence to the community
service home of Visions in Enfield was seamless, according to
Dow. “Just as Sunrise Farm was my home, (my daughters)
Ashley and Emma, who have developmental disabilities,
consider it (to be theirs),” said Dow. “We had already welcomed
two other young adults with disabilities into our family as
respite and home care providers, so the transition establishing
the nonprofit to run Sunrise Farm as a model for supported
housing felt natural.”
Dow and her husband built another house and moved down
the road, and that’s when Sunrise Farm transformed into
Visions, she added. They partnered with Pathways, a local
agency that provides services for adults with special needs. The
Enfield farm has three bedrooms in the main house, two
bedrooms and communal living areas in an attached apartment,
a separate “Little House” with three bedrooms and shared
kitchen and living room, and another building with four
efficiency apartments. Everyone has access to common social Travis’ House
areas, the pool and the large kitchen in the main house. There
is also a barn, hiking trails, and flower and vegetable gardens on the premises.
Today, there are ten residents and a long waiting list that in turn has prompted
a new vision for supported housing – this time in Lebanon. Travis’ House, Inc.
was founded in 2014 by Kim Stone of Grafton, N.H. Despite his challenges, her
31-year-old son, Travis, always dreamed of having his own place and living as
independently as possible. However, as with many people with special needs, he
required some level of assistance to ensure his housing and daily living needs
were met. “The majority of adults with special needs are unable to earn a
sufficient income to live on their own,” said Stone. “This puts a lot of pressure
on families to balance their desire to help their loved one with their own needs.”

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

For a
Beautiful
Lawn...
A Place to
Relax.
Complete Liquid
Fertilization Program
Including Weed-Insect Control
Liming - Core Aeration
ORGANIC Fertilizer Program

Call (802) 773-7833
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The organization’s solution is to build a series of tiny houses and one
main building offering a creative, energy-efficient, eco-friendly affordable
home for adults with special needs. Each tiny home will provide a bedroom/
living space and a full bathroom. The main building will house the caregivers
as well as provide a common kitchen, dining, social and laundry facilities for
all residents.

Travis House founder Kim Stone

Kim Stone’s 31-year-old son, Travis

The organization hopes to break ground late this summer or fall as it
continues its search for land on which to build. “Finding safe, affordable housing
is at the top of the list for individuals with special needs and their families,” said
Stone. “Parents will not be around forever, and we need to do something to
make sure our loved ones are well taken care of as we age and after we’re gone.”
With the current Visions model, and the one slated for the end of 2020, each
of ten residents has a primary staff mentor who helps the resident coordinate the
supports he/she needs to get to work, to participate in community activities, and
to maintain meaningful friendships. “It involves getting to know each individual,
learning what supports that person’s wants and needs to accomplish and then
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establishing a schedule with them so that everyone has whatever supports they
need to live the lives they envision,” said Dow.
Currently, Visions is in the early stages of a project that involves the
purchase and renovation of two buildings into ten additional apartments on
Green Street in Lebanon. Ten of the 25 people on its waiting list are slated to
move in in the fall of 2020. As in Enfield, the Green Street apartments will
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overnight staff; shared mentors; a nurse who oversees medication administration; and a house manager who oversees resident and staff schedules.
One of the goals of Vision is to create a feeling of family in which dinners,
for example, are shared in a communal fashion. This kind of interaction
between the residents is also the goal for Visions in Lebanon, Dow explained.
Thus, striking a balance between independence and support, Visions residents
are actively involved in the
community either as volunteers or
paid employees. “We’re giving back to
society,” said Dow. “For families, it’s
peace of mind. For residents, it’s the
feeling of independence and the
knowledge that this is their home.”
With zoning board approval, Visions
anticipates funding part of the new
project using the Federal Home Loan
Bank of Boston with support from
Mascoma Savings Bank. The rest of the
costs will be funded through a capital
Visions resident, Trevor McCormack,
campaign, Visions 2020 the goal of
doing dishes in his apartment
which is to reach $800,000.
Unlike Visions, Travis’ House, Inc.
offers no services to its residents. “It
will be the responsibility of the family
to set up services for their loved ones,”
An artist rendering of the future Visions Green Street Apartments
said Stone. “These individuals are very
include common areas, a large kitchen/
high functioning, working full-time jobs or close to full-time. They need
dining room for family-style dinners, and
minimal supports.”
administrative offices and accommoTravis’ House, Inc. would have three to four tiny homes with a common
dations for overnight staffing.
building on site for social activities. The homes are designed by Chris Kennedy,
Despite the similar goals of the two
founder and principal of UK Architects. Individuals would pay rent and be
projects, however, there are key differences
expected to keep their house clean as well as to purchase and cook their own
found with both, relegating each to unique
Visions Executive Director, Sylvia
meals and do their own laundry. Travis’ House would manage payments to utility
audiences. At Visions, for example,
Dow, baking cookies
companies in addition to rent, lawn care, the Internet and plowing. The goal is
developmentally disabled adults aged 21
to keep the monthly rent affordable, Stone related.
years or older can live as independently as possible and are encouraged to work,
“We need to raise the funds to purchase the property in order not to have a
volunteer, attend classes, and live a healthy lifestyle.
mortgage
payment,” Stone said. “Our goal is $650-700 per month or even lower
The main house accommodates those who require 24/7 care while others
if
we
can
make
that happen.”
live in nearby buildings. UK Architects of Hanover has been hired to assist
Travis was scheduled to move in to his own home on August 17, 2019. “He
with renovation plans for the Lebanon apartments. “What I think is so magical
has completed his goal,” said Stone. “He purchased his land and hired a
is that those who are more independent help out those who need more
contractor to build his home. It is his (wish) to share his dream with others.”
assistance,” said Dow.
For further information on both projects, contact www.visionsnh.org and
The staff of 20 includes Dow and her husband who does the building
maintenance and grounds work; mentors who work one-on-one with residents,
www.travishouseinc.com. n

SMILE!

We asked
our patients...
What Makes
You Smile?
What Makes You Smile? (L-R) Hunter Fifield, 28: “Payday. I mean... my mom.”
Julie Pelletier, 50: “My family.” Dominic Scanlan, 17: “My dog, Fiona.”
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Local Businesses
Make Reuse a Reality
Frank Orlowski

LCS students promoting the Upper Valley Haven’s Hunger Awareness Campaign

Celebrating 10 Years of Student Success!
ooking for a hands-on, project-based learning experience, with a
smaller student to teacher ratio? We offer these benefits while
designing a personalized learning plan that builds on your child’s
strengths. We incorporate learning activities throughout our community,
along with providing volunteer services to our community affiliates. We are
especially proud of our educational relationships with Dartmouth College
and DHMC. Ledyard Charter Internships and Work Study offer the
opportunity for your child to work in his/her field of interest, all while
building a portfolio for their future. We have partnered with River Valley
Community College and Community College of Vermont to offer dual
enrollment credits. Your child can get a jump start on his or her college
education while at Ledyard.
For more information and to
get a glimpse of life at Ledyard,
please check out our Facebook
page at www.facebook.com/
lcschool. n

L

39 Hanover St, Lebanon
603-727-4772

Reuse is a concept that gets a lot of lip service, but one that takes a great deal
of effort to make it a working reality. Our throw away society seems to be
learning, slowly but surely, what our ancestors took for granted – that reusing
goods and resources is an efficient and economical way to live.
Marc Morgan, solid waste manager for the City of Lebanon, understandably
spends a great deal of his working life thinking, and acting on ways to make
recycling and reuse a bigger part of all of our lives. Discussions with his colleagues
about effective ways to get people more involved
w i t h
reuse led Lebanon to begin a “Refill, not
Landfill,” program in 2018, Morgan says.
“We wanted people to be more vigilant
about single use products,” says Morgan.
The initial effort of the program
targeted the use of disposable coffee
cups, says Morgan. “We tried to keep it
simple…we tried to figure out an area
people could change,” he says. Having
success in getting people and
businesses to use reusable, not
disposable cups, led Morgan to
consider more applications for reuse.
This year, Morgan teamed up with
the local Co-op Food Stores, to expand
the effort, and look at new methods of
developing reuse initiatives. Emily
Rogers, member education director for
the Co-op Food Stores, says collaborating with Morgan on the reuse effort
was a natural for the Co-op and its members. Rogers explains the Co-op already
has taken steps towards eliminating single use products. For one, several years
back the Co-op worked with farmers to eliminate cardboard produce boxes,
which breakdown easily, from coming to Co-op Stores, replacing them with
rigid containers that are reused for years.
With the collaboration expanding, Morgan and Rogers have established
quarterly public meetings with concerned members of the public to discuss
further ways to promote reuse in the Upper Valley. One such meeting takes
place in late August, with another scheduled for later in November. n

CURTAIN CALL
Art Outlet Workshops
rt Outlet is for cancer patients, survivors and their
caregivers, and provides an opportunity to ‘plug in’ to
your creative side. Bring along a project you’re
working on or start a new one with supplies provided. Art
Outlet offers a chance to commune with other creatives and
– most importantly – have fun! Registration required.
Orgainized by NCCC Patients, Families, and Community:
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Norris Cotton Cancer Center;
Friday, September 13, 2019, 2-4pm; Kilton Public Library
Community Room, West Lebanon. Please call 603-650-7751
or email cancersupport@hitchcock.org to register.
North Country Community Theater
Teens: Join our production team for Grease!
“You’re the one that we want!” Send a letter of interest
and/or resume to ncctteens@gmail.com by September 24th.
We are accepting applications for Stage Manager, Set
Designer, Set Builder, Costumer, Lighting Designer, Props
Master, Makup and Hair Deisgner. Visit www.ncct.org/pastproductions/production-job-descriptions. Performances:
February 28–March 1, 2020; Auditions: January 4th (High
School students only.) Email ncctteens@gmail.com for more
information about the production team, auditions,
volunteering, or seeing a show!
Lebanon Opera House
Silent film screening with live piano accompaniment:
The Kid; Saturday, September 14 at 7:30pm; Tickets $8
Enjoy the unveiling of LOH’s new Steinway B! The
purchase of this remarkable grand piano was made possible
by dozens of generous donors who contributed to last spring’s
88 Keys campaign. Tickling the ivories is Vermont-based
composer Bob Merrill – a noted silent film accompanist –
who shares the spotlight with iconic actor Charlie Chaplin.
The Kid (Chaplin’s first full-length feature as the Tramp
character in 1921) doesn’t merely show Chaplin at a turning
point – when he proved that he was a serious
film director – it remains an expressive
masterwork of silent cinema. Chaplin and
Jackie Coogan make a miraculous pair in this
nimble marriage of sentiment and slapstick, a
film that is, as its opening title card states, “a
picture with a smile – and perhaps, a tear.” www.
lebanonoperahouse.org.
North Country Chordsmen
Where can you find a strong acappela choir
with a side of barbershop? The North Country
Chordsmen not only dazzle audiences, but have
a blast rehearsing. Can you carry a tune? You can
sing barbershop. Take a look (and a listen) to this
video for some insight into this talented and
entertaining band of men: www.northcountrychordsmen.com/sing-with-us. The NCC 42nd Annual
Show opens at the Lebanon Opera House on Saturday,
September 28 at 7:30pm. Or you can even book a
performance through their website. Enjoy!

A
Patricia H. Morse, CPA
Proud sponsor of
Upper Valley
arts and culture
103 Hanover Street
Lebanon, NH
603-448-4224
patriciahmorsecpa.com

Bio X Cell
is committed to
making the world a
better place by
supporting
organizations
that address
mental and physical

We’re All About
Your Life Outside

Delighted sponsor of
many Upper Valley
arts programs.

Tree • Tur f • G arden
Land • Forest
Website & Blog
chippersinc.com
Accredited Tree Care Industry Association
& NH Better Business Bureau, A+ Rating &
One of the 2019 Best Places to Work in VT

Check out Chaplin
new Steinway at LOH !
the
and

health, environment,
arts and culture, and
provide humanitarian
support including
disaster relief.

Join the NCCT
teen production team

www.bioxcell.com
Listen! You’ll be surprised how much you love
the North Country Chordsmen!
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An English Celebration of the Winter Solstice

DECEMBER 21–23, 2019

NEW LOCATION!

603.448.0400

TICKETS AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 20

603-448-0400 • lebanonoperahouse.org

LEBANONOPERAHOUSE.ORG

Underwritten by

@LEBOPERAHOUSE
LEBANONOPERAHOUSE
@LEBANONOPERAHOUSE

“Preferred Seating” early
ticket sales available starting
Aug. 27 at revelsnorth.org

FUNNY STORIES–LIVE ON STAGE!

603.448.1642 • info@uvmusic.org
8 South Park Street, Lebanon, NH
www.uvmusic.org

Register Now
for Fall!

Group classes & ensembles
for all ages and experience levels

Individual lessons

Fiddle, percussion, piano, guitar, voice,
recorder, saxophone & more

Music Together®

Singing, dancing and playing for ages 0-5

Suzuki program

for violin, viola, cello, and flute, ages 3+

THU, OCT 10 • 7:30 PM

SUN, OCT 13 • 7:30 PM

Political comedy asks:
Can’t we all just get along?

Reading and book signing
with preeminent humorist

GOD HELP US!
STARRING
ED ASNER

DAVID
SEDARIS

